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The purpose of the present work is to give a relatively simple treatment
of the following interpolation problem. Find a function which interpolates
given points and whose kth derivative is non-negative with minimal
LP-norm.

This and related problems have stimulated considerable interest in the
past decade and have been solved in special cases. Without the restriction
that the kth derivative be non-negative, the case p = 00 is known as
Favard's problem [I]. The constrained problem has been solved for k = 2,
p=2 by Hornung [2J and for k =2, 1<p~ 00 by Iliev and Pollul [3,4].

We treat here the case k;;:: 2, I < p < 00, and our approach, although
traditional from the point of view of variational calculus, differs con
siderably from the methods used in the above-mentioned work. With our
method it is also easy to treat the slightly more general case with a con
straint of the form <p( t) ~f(k '( t) ~ ljJ( t) for the interpolating function.f

1. PRELIMINARIES

Let [a, hJ be an interval of IH and let t I' t2, ... , t N + k be points of [a, hJ
with a ~ t I < t 2 < ... < t N + k ~ h. Here Nand k are integers with N;;:: I,
k;;::2. Let Yl, h'''''YN+k be real numbers. For 1=0, 1,2,...,k, the Ith
divided differences of the set of data {(Ii' yJ; i = I, 2, ... , N + k} are denoted
by L1 ~, i = I, 2, ... , N + k - I, and defined recursively by

for I;;:: I.

For a continuous function f on [a, h J, the kth difference quotients
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f[l" 1,- I.. ·.' 1'+kJ are defined as the kth divided differences of the data
((IIJ(ld), (12' f(t2)),···, (tN+b f(tY+d)}· It is easily seen that

f[I" li+ I, ... , li+kJ = 0 iff is a polynomial of degree less than k.
Let p be a real number with 1< P < XJ and let q be its dual exponent:

I/p+ I/q= 1. Wk,P(a, h) is the Sobolev space of measurable functions on
[a, h], having kth order derivatives belonging to U(a, h), i.e., W k'l'(a, h) =
[fE Ck

I [a, hJ;,[ik I) is absolutely continuous, J7, IPk)(lW dl < ex}. The
normalized B-splines M i,k' i = I, 2, ... , N are defined by

where gk.l(s)=k(s-r)'e I

and a + is the positive part of the number a: a + = max(a, 0). Also a =
max(O, -a) will denote the negative part of a. For each iE {I, 2, ... , N}, M'J
is then a non-negative function with support [r" ri+kJ and
J7, Mi.dr) dr = k!

For fE Wk,P(a, h), the relation

(I)

known as Peano's theorem, now follows immediately from Taylor's
theorem

k I jl'1(a) 1 ·h

f(s)= L: '-,-,-(s-a)"+,j pkl(l)gds)dl.
\' ~O \. k. "

We introduce the class

F= [fE W k·l'(a, h );,[Ikl?? 0 andl(r i) = Yi for i = 1,2,..., N + k]

and consider the problem

(P) FindlE F, minimizing J7,p k J(t)" dr.

Using (I), it is easy to prove that the operator dk/drk is a bijective mapping
of F onto the class

G = {gE U(a, h); g?? 0 and rg(l) Mi.k(l) dr = k! 117 for i= I, 2, ... , N},

and thus problem (P) is equivalent to

(Pi) Find g E G, minimizing J7, g(t)P dr.
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a.e. in (a, h).

THEOREM I. Suppose that Ll7 > °for i = I, 2, ... , N and that the class F is
nonempty. Then problem (P) has a unique solution!, and there are realnum
hers ?( I' ?(2 ,... , ?( N such that

Pk)(t)=(~1 ?(IMi,k(t)):1

Moreover, there exists only onefunction fE F with the property thatf(k)( t) =
(Li'V~lfJiMi.k(t))I~ 1 for some realfll' f12"'" fJN' namely the minimizing
./imct;onj(Jr prohlem (P).

Before proving this theorem we state an auxiliary result, the proof of
which is omitted.

LEMMA. Let A he a measurahle suhset of a suhinterval (t j , t j + d and sup
pose that 1 AI> O. Then the restrictions to A of the functions Mi,k with
max( I, j + I - k) < i <min(j, N) are linearly independent on A.

Proof o{ the Theorem. We consider the equivalent problem (P'). Since
G is a closed, convex, and nonempty subset of the strictly convex Banach
space U'(a, h), problem (PI) has a unique solution g. Put

E={tE(a,h);g(t»O}, Ei=En(ti,ti+d

and, for () > 0,

E" = {t E (a, h); g(t) > 6 },

We then have Ei = UIi> 0 E;i and, since Ll7 > 0, 1Ell>°for i = 1,2,... , N.
Let the positive number 6 be so small that IE11 > °for i = I, 2, ... , N. For

every <p E L >C (a, h) with supp <p c Eli and J~ <p(l) Mi,k(t) dt = 0, i = I, 2, ..., N,
the function g + I:<p belongs to G if 1I: 1 < 6/ sup I <p I, and thus
(dldl:) J~(g(t)+£<p(t))1' dll,~o=O, i.e., J~g(t)" I <p(t)dt=O. This implies
that the restriction of gl' 1 to EI' is a linear combination of the spline
functions

N

g(t)" I = I ?(i(6) Mi,k(t),
i= 1

tEE".

From the lemma it follows that the coefficients ?(i(6) are uniquely deter
mined and thus, since P' increases with decreasing 6, they are in fact
independent of 6.

From this we conclude that
N

g(t)" 1= L ?(iMi,k(t), tEE
i= 1
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or, equivalently,
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g(t) = Xlo(t)( i: 'Y,M,.dtl)' 'I 1

, 1 +
t E (a, h)

where XE is the characteristic function of the set E.
We now want to show that the factor XJ(t) can be dropped, Of,

equivalently, that IF\E I = 0, where

F={tE(a,h);i~l 'Y,Mu(t»O}.

Put l/J = Xr ./,. We again let 6 be so small that I E;; I > °for i = 1, 2, ..., N.
Then it is possible to find a function <p E LX (a, h) with supp <p E E'; and

L, <p(t) Mu(t) dt = - LE M,.dt) dt,

I.e.,

I
I>

(<p(t) + l/J(t)) M,.k(t) dt = 0,
a

i = 1, 2, ... , N.

Now, if°< c < 15/sup <p ,the function g + 1:( <p + l/J) belongs to G, and mak
ing the Euler variation as above with c -> °+, we obtain

,I>

j g(t)f' 1 (<p(t)+ l/J(t)) dt ~ 0,
a

I.e.,

I .<p(t) £ 'Y,M'.k(t) dt +I g(W 1 dt ~ 0.
L'(' j= I FE

Now, since g(t) = °on F\ E, we get

and since L;v~l 'Y,M'.k(t»O on F\E, we conclude that IF\EI =0, and the
first part of the theorem is proved.

To prove the last statement in the theorem, suppose that g =pk) EGis
given with the property
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for some constants f31, f32"'" f3 N' Take E = {t; g(t) > O}. Now let hE G be
arbitrary. Then S:(h(t)-g(t))Mi,k(t)dt=O for i=I,2,... ,N. Therefore
S:(h(t)-g(t)) L~~If3;Mi,k(t)dt=O, and SE(h(t)-g(t)) L~~lf3;M;.k(t)dt

+ L"ohl\E (h(t) - g(t) L~~ I f3;M,.At) dt = O. On E we have g(t)P 1

L~~ I f3;M;.k(t) and outside E we have

N

h(t)-g(t)=h(t)~Oand L f3;Mi,k(t)~O.
i= 1

Consequently SE(h(t) - g(t)) g(tjP I dt ~ 0, and using Holder's inequality
we obtain

which implies that S: g( t)P dt ~ S: h( t)P dt, so g must be the uniquely deter
mined minimizing function. This finishes the proof of Theorem I.

Remark. The same technique applies if some of the L/7 are allowed to be
zero. In this case, if L/7 = 0, g must vanish on (t;, t; + k), and a representation
like that in Theorem 1 is valid, where a; is finite if L/7 > 0 and a; = - 00 if
L/7 = o.

Now Theorem 1 is easily generalized in the following manner. For given
measurable functions <p and t/J with - 00 ~ <p ~ t/J ~ + 00 and

let us define

r<p + (t) dt < 00,
a

rt/J - (t) dt < 00,
a

F<p.'" = {IE WkoP(a, b); <p(t) ~f(kl(t) ~ t/J(t) and

f(t;)=y; for i=I,2, ...,N+k}.

Consider the problem

(P <Po"') Find fE F<p.l/l minimizing S: I f(kl(tW dt.
We then have

THEOREM 2. Suppose that

r<p(t) Mi,k(t) dt < k! L/7 <rt/J(t) Mi,k(t) dt
a a
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fiJI' i = I. 2. ...• N and that the class F'"~I is nonempty. Then prohlem (P,:,.,~) has
a unique solution f and there are real numhers ex] .:X 2 •...• :X.v such that

Moreover. there exists only one function fE Fq>.l/t oj this fimn.

The proof, which is omitted. is obtained after only minor modifications
of the previous one.
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